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Benefits of product

Viewsys Standalone

Viewsys Standalone  A virtual license product from 
thelocads that allows customer to have their own signage 
system. 
Customer can manage their own network using own 
cloud and services. Virtual license model has been 
designed for customer to have own CUG requirement 
and not to deliver services to third party clients.

Thelocads DS solution is easy to use and allows user to 
use the product and manage it at its end. This is the Next 
gen version of viewsys and can be used to display HD 

content over system and change at will .

A plug and play module allows the signage to be operated without any hassle

Next Generation Technology  
Viewsys Standalone is based on state of art technology specifically designed for CUG 
requirement with Virtual License system.

Own Cloud 
Customer can have single user billing system and manage the content at will.

Plug and Play                                                                         
A simplified system that allows many Viewsys Boxes to be connected to one licensed 
system and increase numbers by changing license over fly.

Content over Fly
Broadcasting of content can be done over fly. Just upload – Verify – Push and content 
is over screen.

Licensed system
Customer will have a virtual license to operate in CUG mode. The number of remotes 
can  be increased with change it license .

Better Reachability    
Using viewsys standalone allows one to have content per screen managed and use at 
will.

Viewsys

Connectivity Diagram

Viewsys Standalone

Enigma exhibitions pvt ltd has been in the field of advertising and promotion. We do understand 
what it takes for a business owner to raise its brand and engage in promotion , branding and 
advertisement of product/ company. The locads as a product was developed to meet end customer 
requirement who doesn't have to shed a lot for creating his brand value.             
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